Biophysical mechanisms underlying collective cell migration of eukaryotic cells 21 have been studied extensively in recent years. One paradigm that induces cells to 22 correlate their motions is contact inhibition of locomotion, by which cells 23 migrating away from the contact site. Here, we report that tail-following behavior 24 at the contact site, termed contact following locomotion (CFL), can induce a non-25 trivial collective behavior in migrating cells. We show the emergence of a traveling 26 band showing polar order in a mutant Dictyostelium cell that lacks chemotactic 27 activity. The traveling band is dynamic in the sense that it continuously assembled 28 at the front of the band and disassembled at the back. A mutant cell lacking cell 29 adhesion molecule TgrB1 did not show both the traveling band formation and 30 CFL. We thus conclude that CFL is the cell-cell interaction underlying the 31 traveling band formation. We then develop an agent-based simulation with CFL, 32 which shows the role of CFL in the formation of traveling band. We further show 33 that the polar order phase consists of subpopulations that exhibit characteristic 34 transversal motions with respect to the direction of band propagation. These 35 findings describe a novel mechanism of collective cell migration involving cell-cell 36 interactions capable of inducing traveling band with polar order. 37 38 39 40 41
Introduction
activities may nonetheless give rise to dynamic collective motion, such as a traveling showed intersample variability, and was distributed from 0.6 to 0.85 (Fig. 3b ). We found that the order parameter of band was positively correlated with the width of band 145 (Fig. 3b ).
147
Internal structure in the polar ordered region 148 The polar order phase is not completely homogeneous with respect to migration 149 direction, but exhibits heterogeneity; this is related to the underlying assembly 150 mechanism. This heterogeneity can be visualized in the velocity field obtained by 151 optical flow, in which the direction of cell migration can be distinguished by color (Fig. 152 3c and Supplementary movie 3). The size-dependent squared local order parameter 153 ⟨ ℓ -( )⟩ (see Supplementary text) shows a logarithmic decay with area ( Fig. 3e ), 154 indicating that this heterogeneity is not spatially uncorrelated. Within the band (Fig. 3c 155 bottom), the migration direction was widely distributed from about 145 to 210 degrees 156 (a black line in Fig. 3f ). The probability density functions (pdf) of the migration 4). This tail-following behavior has been described for wild-type Dictyostelium cells 180 within aggregation streams (Dormann and Parent, 2002) . We call this behavior "contact 181 following locomotion" (CFL). In low-density assay, when two cells collide, they either 182 form CFL ( Fig. 4b and Supplementary movie 5) or not (Fig. S3a ). To quantitatively 183 characterize CFL, we measured the duration of cell-cell contact after two cells collide. 184 During the formation of CFL, the typical cell-to-cell distance is given by U = 24 µm. 185 We measured the time interval during which the distance is less than U from the time 186 series of the distance between two cells ( Fig. S3b ). As shown in Fig.4c , in half of the 187 cases, cell-cell contact persists for more than 300 sec. To determine whether cells that 188 form contacts for >300 sec exhibit tail-following behavior, we measured the average 189 angle of the angles = and -, which are the angles of the velocity vectors = and -190 with respect to the vector connecting the two cell centers , respectively (Fig. 4d ). In 191 almost 60% of all cases, the angle is 0-30º ( Fig. 4e ), indicating tail-following type 192 CFL.
193
To determine whether CFL is responsible for the collective behavior of KI cells, we 194 sought a mutant cell that lacks CFL activity. A knockout mutant that fails to express the 195 cell-cell adhesion molecule TgrB1 exhibits reduced CFL activity (Fujimori et al., 2019) .
196
TgrB1 is known to mediate cell-cell adhesion via a heterophilic interaction with its 197 partner TgrC1 (Fujimori et al., 2019; Hirose et al., 2011; 2015; C.-L. F. Li et al., 2015) .
198
We first assessed whether the tgrb1 null mutant forms propagating bands. As in the 199 control case, under starvation conditions, we spread the tgrb1 null mutant cells on a 200 non-nutrient agar plate at a cell density of 2.0 to 3.0 × 10 % cells cm ,-(see Methods).
201
However, neither segregation of cell density nor propagating bands appeared 202 (Supplementary movies 6 and 7.).
203
We then compared locomotive activity between control cells and tgrb1 null mutants.
204
The velocity auto-correlation functions ( ) of the isolated single cells showed similar 205 behaviors ( Fig. S3c ), indicating that locomotive activity was comparable between KI 206 cells and the tgrb1 null mutant cells. We next quantitatively characterized the formation 207 of cell-cell contacts. We found that in 80% of all cases, cell-cell contact is disrupted 208 before 300 sec (Fig. 4f) , and that only 10% of cells established CFL (Fig. S3d ). In 209 particular, in half of all cases, the cell-cell distance becomes larger than U in 120 sec,
210
indicating that these cells failed to establish cell-cell contact. Our analyses illustrate that 211 in the tgrb1 null mutant, CFL is nearly absent. We conclude that CFL is essential for the 212 segregation of cell density and the formation of propagating bands.
Mathematical modeling of polar pattern formation driven by contact following 215 locomotion. The collective motion of KI cells induced by the CFL interaction can be 216 modeled by an agent-based simulation (Hiraiwa, 2019 ). In the model, particle i at 217 position 9 self-propels at a constant velocity ] in the direction of its own polarity 9 218 subjected to white Gaussian noise. Thus, without interactions, the particles exhibit a 219 persistent random walk (Hiraiwa et al., 2014) . The effect of CFL is introduced so that 220 polarity 9 orients to the location of the adjacent particle j, when particle i is located at 221 the tail of particle j (parameterized by ). In addition to this effect, the particles interact 222 with each other through volume exclusion interaction, adhesion, and the effect of 223 polarity 9 orienting toward the direction of its velocity 9 = 9 ⁄ (parameterized by shown in Fig. 3gh , in which the migration direction is indicated by color code, 232 heterogeneity in the migration direction is recognized within the polar-ordered phase. In 233 the simulation, we studied the pdf of migration direction in regions, whose size is 234 comparable to that in Fig. 3c ((i)-(iv)), and found that the pdf exhibited peaks at 235 different directions ( Fig. 3i ), similar to our experimental results ( Fig. 3f ). To determine 236 whether this formation of internal structure is a characteristic of propagating bands 237 induced by CFL, we studied a propagating band formed by increasing alignment effect 238 without CFL ( = 0), and found that the pdfs of migration direction exhibit peaks at 239 closely similar positions, indicating that the migration direction in the ordered phase is 240 more homogeneous (Fig. S5e) . Thus, the formation of internal structure appears to be a 241 characteristic of the collective behavior induced by CFL. The size-dependent squared 242 local order parameter ⟨ ℓ -( )⟩ (see Supplementary text) also shows the characteristic 243 decay with a logarithmic dependence on area ( Fig. 3e ), as observed experimentally.
244

Discussion
245
In this study, we report that a mutant of Dictyostelium cell that lacks all chemotactic 246 activity exhibits spontaneous segregation into polar ordered solitary band. This pattern 247 formation is attributable to the cell-cell interaction called contact following locomotion 248 (CFL). The agent-based model that includes CFL reproduces the observed macroscopic behaviors. Thus, we establish a link between the microscopic cell-cell interactions and 250 the macroscopic polar pattern formation. 251 We showed that the width of band is distributed widely from = 200 µm to 700 252 µm (Fig. S1b ). The local cell density within the band is similar across different samples 253 ( Fig. S1c ), suggesting that the local cell density may not be a relevant factor. In contrast, 254 we found the positive correlation between the width and the order parameter within the 255 band ( Fig. 3b ). We speculate that if the correlation in the migration direction is 256 gradually decorrelated from the front to the end of the band, bands with lower order 257 parameters will be more prone to larger decorrelation in the migration direction.
258
Consequently, we expect that the stronger the polar order, the wider the band width .
259
One characteristic behavior of the present polar pattern formation is the formation of remains a question for future study.
266
In this paper, we mainly focused on the behavior of single solitary band. We studied 267 the traveling band, which was well separated from other bands. Thus, all properties of 268 single solitary band studied in this paper is independent of interaction between different 269 bands. In some area, the traveling bands are arranged almost periodically in space with 270 a spatial interval of about 1 mm ( Fig. 1b ). How bands interact with each other to reach a 271 periodic spacing and whether the interval is independent of band width are to be 272 investigated.
1 mL of Klebsiella aerogenes suspended in 5LP medium (0.5% Lactose, 0.5% bactopeptone 292 211677, Optical density = 0.1) was spread on the 9 cm 5LP plate (0.5% Lactose, 0.5% 293 bactopeptone 211677, 1.5% agar), 5LP medium dried, the non-chemotactic Dictyostelium 294 discoideum, KI mutant cells were inoculated on the plate. The KI cells were incubated for about 295 five days at 21 ºC. After cultivation, the KI cells and Klebsiella on the plate were collected with 296 a phosphate buffer (PB). To remove the Klebsiella, the suspension was centrifuged and discard 297 as much of the supernatant liquid as possible by aspiration, then clean PB was added. After 298 repeating this process two times, the number of cells was counted using a hemacytometer. 299 300
Macroscopic observation of the traveling bands. 301
The washed KI cells were spread (cell density = 5.0×10 5 cells/cm 2 ) on a 9 cm non-nutrient agar 302 plate (1.5% agar) to cause starvation. After drying of the PB, the plate was scanned every 15 303 minutes using a film scanner (V850, EPSON). The brightness in scanner images is inversely 304 correlated with cell density (Takeuchi et al., 2014) . For Fig 1a and The KI cells were spread (cell density = 2.0 to 3.0×10 5 cells/cm 2 ) on the non-nutrient agar plate 309 and incubated at 21 ºC for around 16 hours. A punched piece of the agar plate was placed 310 upside down on the glass slide, and the travelling bands between the agar and glass was 311 observed by phase contrast imaging using an inverted microscope (TiE, Nikon with a 20x 312 phase-contrast objective, equipped with an EMCCD camera (iXon+, Andor)). 313 314
Tracking analysis of individual KI cells. 315
For the tracking analysis, 1 μL of the PB including 3% fluorescent microbeads (ex:441, em:486, 316 1.0 μm, Polysciences, Inc.) was spread at the same time with the KI cells. The trajectories of the 317 microbeads were automatically tracked by using the ParticleTracker 2D, a plugin for Image J 318 (National Institutes of Health, USA). To eliminate the trajectories of the microbeads that was we excluded such trajectories. We also excluded the short trajectories of which continuous 321 tracked time was shorter than 1 hour. 322
323
The mean squared displacement (MSD). 324
The MSD (Fig.2d) was calculated using the formula below. To characterize the internal structures of the traveling band, the size-dependent squared local 348 order parameter 〈 ℓ -( )〉 is introduced (Fig.3e) . To obtain the size-dependent squared local 349 order parameter, we first calculate the squared polar order parameter ℓ -( ) within a ROI of size 350 , which is defined as underlined regions, respectively. The three amplified fragments were subjected to fusion PCR 377 that produced the required gene-targeting construct. The gene-targeting constructs were cloned 378 using a TOPO TA cloning kit for sequencing (ThermoFisher Scintific MA, USA).The linear 379 construct was amplified by PCR using the outermost primers up to 10 µg. and transformed into 380 KI-5 cells. The KO clones were selected by genomic PCR using the outermost primers. 381 382
Culture condition and starvation treatment of tgrb1 mutant null cells. 383
The tgrb1 null cells were cultured in HL5 medium (1.43% Proteose Peptone 211684, 0.72% 384 Yeast Extract212750, 1.43% Gulcose, 0.05% KH2PO4, 0.13% Na2HPO412H2O) at 21 degree 385
Celsius. After reaching confluent, cells on the bottom were peeled off and collected, then 386 washed two times with a centrifuge and PB. Next, the tgrb1 null cells were transferred on the 387 and etc. were eliminated. Using obtained trajectories of cells that migrate with the velocity v, 404 the velocity autocorrelation function ( ) was calculated. ( ) is described with the form of 405
where , t, T, and N means a time interval, time, final time, and number of the trajectory, 407 respectively ( Fig. S3c) . 408 409
Modeling collective motion induced by contact following locomotion. 410
The collective motion of KI cells induced by the CFL interaction can be modeled by an agent-411 based simulation. In the model, self-propelled particle i at position 9 moves at a constant 412 velocity ] in the direction of its own polarity 9 subjected to white Gaussian noise. Thus, 413 without interactions, the particles exhibit persistent random walk (Hiraiwa et al., 2014) . 414
Collective motion can be modeled by assuming particle-particle interactions (Hiraiwa, 2019) . 415
We firstly assume that the particles interact with each other through volume exclusion 416 (parameterized by ) and adhesion (parameterized by ). We also assume the feature that the 417 polarity of each particle orients to the direction of its velocity 9 = 9 ⁄ (parameterized by 418 ); it is known that this assumption can effectively give rise to the alignment interaction 419 between the particles when it is combined with the volume exclusion effect(B. Li and Sun, 420 the particle , i.e., the particle ∈ ( ) satisfies | ' − 9 | ≤ . On the right hand side of Eq. (2), 430 the first term shows the self-polrization, the third term gives the effect that the polarity orients 431 to the velocity direction 9 | 9 | ⁄ , the last term is white Gaussian noise with ⟨ 9 ⟩ = (0,0) and 432 ⟨ 9 ( ) ⋅ ' ( ′)⟩ = -9' ( − ′), and the second term 9 describes the CFL, parameterized by , 433
given by 434 9 = 2 j ' − 9 I ' − 9 I '∈ (9) oe1 + 9 | 9 | ⋅ ' − 9 I ' − 9 I • .
(3) 435
Here, when the polarity of particle , ' , and the vector from particles to , ' − 9 , are in the 436 same orientation, the maximum following effect is exerted on particle to the direction of 437 particle . Such a situation is expected when particle is located in the tail of particle with 438 respect to the polarity ' . In contrast, when particle is located in the front of particle , 9 439 almost vanishes. The simulation is implemented within a square box of size L with periodic 440 boundary condition. For all simulations, we used fixed parameter values except and , given 441 by ] = 1.0, = 1.0, = 1.0, = 1.20, and -= 0.4. For in Eq.
(2), we consider the 442 situation where is infinitely large, so that was projected onto the unit vector | | = 1 for the 443 numerical simulation. The density of particles per unit area is given = 1. The number of 444 particles is = 80,000 ( Fig. 3ghi and Fig. S5 ) and = 10,000 (Fig. S4) . 445 446
Histogram of migration direction in the numerical results. 447
Firstly, we selected only the ROIs in the vicinity of the band front in the following way: We 448 define a ROI as being within the bands if the particle density is higher than 1.16, which 449 corresponds to the 2D dense packing fraction of disks, ~0.91. Using this definition, we define 450 the ROI as being vicinity of the band front if the ROI is within the band at the last U:U frames 451
whereas it is out of the band at the frames between the last U:U + ¡U9@ + >?@ and the last 452 U:U + ¡U9@ . In other words, U:U means the number of frames to be analyzed and must be 453 within the band, >?@ means the number of frames to determine the band front (i.e. the frames in 454 which the ROI must be still out of the band assuming that the band travels only in one direction), 455 and ¡U9@ means the number of the waiting frames (i.e. the frames which are not used at all) 456 between these frame sets. 457
The results of this algorithm for CFL-induced ( = 0.1, = 0.4) and alignment-induced ( = window in the analysis of experimental data. ¡U9@ = 76, with around which the band front can between each frame is = 0.2 in the unit of time of our numerical simulation. 463
Secondly, using these near-front ROIs, we calculate the histograms of migration direction 464 (d 9 (t)/dt)/|d 9 (t)/dt| for each ROI using all the U:U frames (t) and the particles ( ) in it at 465 each frame. Then, we plot only the histograms for the ROIs which have the top eight and nine 466 peak probability densities for CFL-induced and alignment-induced bands, respectively. The 467 results are plotted in Figs. S5c and d , respectively. One can find the clear difference in these 468 histograms between the CFL-induced and alignment-induced bands. The peak position and 469 height for the CFL-induced band have large varieties, whereas those for alignment-induced 470 band are less distributed. Furthermore, the peaks for the CFL-induced band are much higher 471 than those for alignment-induced band. Figure 3i Fig. 1c. b,c 
